
NATURE MUSEUM

The Nature Museum Guild is probably the most gratifying guild in the entire
Shikari system. Not only does it celebrate all of the Medicine connections you
are making with the natural world, it showcases the items and skills you have
been working so hard on. This is a partner guild with the Inside Sit Spot in the
North, but instead of focusing on journaling and study routines we will be
focused on skull and bone preservation, shelving displays, legal precautions as
well as upkeep and care.

Tom Brown’s house reminds me of Grandfather Ernie Shull’s which spanned his
entire house, specimens from all over the world documented with dates, location
harvested, method of harvest and genus and species id. A testament to a full lifetime being a
Naturalist and Shikari. In fact every great naturalist, tracker and skills practitioner I have ever met
has an incredible Nature Museum in their home.  I would venture to say, the Nature Museum is the
greatest indicator of a Shikari (Ambassador of Nature).  Because that is really what we are doing
here with the Nature Museum isn’t it? Inviting others to celebrate Nature with us… becoming
Ambassadors.

White Pine Youtube Nature Museum Guild
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6cF8eGs4ZB7YyKCRgT4o9DDtd1CCwnUx

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6cF8eGs4ZB7YyKCRgT4o9DDtd1CCwnUx


skull
Let us begin with the skull, “the final track”, Tom Brown says.  Please
invest in or check out from our library, Mark Elbrochs incredible book,
Mammal Skulls.  You are going to need some rubber gloves and a
trash bag in your car, you will also need a 1 to 5 gallon bucket from
the hardware store, make sure you have a lid, and perforate the lid
with 1” holes.

Keep an eye on the roadsides and traffic. Start small with your first
harvest (squirrel or rabbit). Pull over with your emergency lights on,
gloves on, inspect the skull, if it is damaged just leave it, if it’s in good
shape put it in the trash bag and take it home.

When you get home, skin the head if possible, this makes the rotting go much faster, then
decapitate the specimen, give the body a proper burial with thanksgiving, and place the skull in the
bucket. Put an inch of mulch or leaves around but not covering the skull. Now wait. If it's summer
time the flies will lay eggs and the maggots will have your skull cleaned in a week. If it’s winter, well
you're just going to have to wait for several months.

(While you are waiting, work on your Medicine Bundle. Research and document everything from
genus and species, to year and date harvested. Make a Species Journal, study Elbrochs
dimensions and dental notes, draw the skull, admire the plate fissures look just like rivers from
above)

The bucket will stink a bit  so don’t put it in the garage. I hang mine on a nail in my compost bin.

Never boil a skull, never bleach a skull, never leave a skull unsecured (they are like ice cream
cones to predators).

Once 95% of the flesh and brain has been removed you can move to water maceration. Just clean
out your bucket and soak the skull in clean water. Careful not to lose any of the teeth which are
likely falling out at this point.

A week or two of water maceration should do it. Wait for a warm sunny day to do the final sun bath.
Make sure it gets bone dry, Do this on a high table, not a picnic table that a dog could get onto.

If you want to go a step further, you can soak in peroxide, but it’s not necessary.

Congratulations. You have processed your first skull!

Tier 1
Present your Nature Museum EDC (See Trackers Packing and Caching Guild)



shelf
You have likely added stones, feathers and track casts to your
collection by now so it’s time to put up a shelf.  Check with your
parents on adding this to your Inside Sit Spot (North). This will
require a trip to the hardware store or some creativity in the
wood library. Select your shelf material, milled walnut or cedar
board like we use at WP, then get some shelf bracing and
drywall anchors (5 to 10$).

Shelves add a whole new dimension to your Nature Museum.

2nd skull

Time to move up in size from small to medium, take on a raccoon, cat, or coyote. Follow all
the Protocols and Prohibitions in the first challenge, and do build on your Medicine Bundle as
you wait.

Tier 2
Present and demonstrate your Nature Museum GoBag. (See Trackers Packing and Caching
Guild)



rack
Time to build a rack to add  to your Nature Museum. You can mount
throwsticks, arrows, fire by friction kits or whatever you like on these.
Inspect the ones at WP. You can buy racks just like these in metal,
but might as well just use natural 1x2” cedar available for just a few
bucks at the hardware store, pick up more wall anchors, use a level
and mount two strips about a foot apart. Now drill half inch pilot
holes through them every foot or so. Carve down long custom pegs
from the same cedar and pound them into place. Voula, beautiful!

3rd skull

If you have the opportunity (hunting season) try to get your hands on a doe or buck skull. These
large animals don’t require a bucket, but they do need to be tied off with wire in your compost bin.
Age them in just the same way as the smaller skulls. There can be a one or two week window when
they are really stinky, just cover them with straw or leaves and try to keep your neighbors happy.

Tier 3
Present and demonstrate your expanded Nature Museum GoBag. (See Trackers Packing and
Caching Guild)



salvage permit
By now your house is starting to look like a Shikari’s. Congratulations.
For this challenge we will need you to work with one of the resident
Shikari’s (Amos or Matt), to document a protected and salvaged
species. White Pine has a permit to salvage migratory birds and other
protected species but we must make an annual report as to what new
species we accrued. This is some of the legal, academic work that
Trackers do to add to the Scientific database.

another shelf or rack
Add another rack, shelf or stand to your ever expanding Nature Museum.

4th skull
Time to reach into a new Family or Order of animal you have not yet worked with. This could be a
fish, reptile or bird. I’ll never forget how elated I was when I got stuck walking my sister's annoying
dog and he found a perfectly preserved Snapping Turtle Skull that I had already prepared a place
for in my Nature Museum. I gave Bowie a lot of praise that day.

Tier 4
Present and demonstrate your Nature Museum Tier 4. (See Trackers Packing and Caching Guild)



rearticulate full specimen

Bison
‘Amazing what passes for science’, my cousin Bret (Kamana and Anake student)
said as we discussed some poor field identification attempts by a local biologist.
The world of a Practitioner is so different from Academia. You may find yourself
in a unique peer group as a Tracker.

I’ll share a story about our friend Andrew Kobierski who took on a teaching
project about 10 years ago. The Trackers Earth school in Portland and a local
college wanted to sponsor a research project with local anthropology students
and they hired Andrew to head it up. They ordered a bison from a local ranch to
be delivered to their research site. Andrew demonstrated how the animal would
have been harvested with stone weapons that he had replicated and had on site.
They dispatched the incredible beast with a well placed bullet to the back of the skull. They skinned and processed the
animal with stone tools and utilized every part, including the intestines for sausage. They brain tanned the hide (in
itself a 100 hour project). They prepared the meat in a variety of primitive cooking methods. They preserved the rest of
the meat through jerking and distributed it amongst the students and teachers (Andrew’s bag of jerky lasted over a
year). Finally after months of processing, documentation and aging, they rearticulated the entire skeleton (to museum
standards) and gifted it to the college.  Science is awesome! Especially when you are a practitioner.

Otter
Another story is about our friend Andrew Pinger, also in Portland, also an incredible flint knapper and Skills
Practitioner who went down on pilgrimage to visit The Ishi museum. “His craftsmanship was beyond what I had
imagined, especially the otter quiver”, Andrew said as he marvelled at all of Ishi’s work.  Amazingly as he drove away
from the museum he encountered a roadkill otter! He picked it up, took it home, skinned it, aged the entire body and
skull, Rearticulated the entire skeleton and used it as a mobile to hang above his newborn son’s crib.
I am on this Quest as well, White Pine has some good books in the library that can help you along. Good luck.

Tier 5
Share your Quest and where you train remotely
www.theboneman.com

Thank you for joining me in the Nature Museum Guild, hope to see you there.

http://www.theboneman.com



